Role models by day, vigilantes by night! (but don’t tell the kids that part)
**Dillon and Simone love to jam out... Not only is it fun, but it helps them improve their crime-fighting teamwork skills!**

Evil comes in all forms! Take that, you vicious decepticon disguised as a harmless office printer!

**CONSTANT VIGILANCE!!**

**Evil comes in all forms! Take that, you vicious decepticon disguised as a harmless office printer!**
Susy is 100% done with Dillon’s singing in her elevator…

UGH, leave me alone, Dillon, will ya?! I can’t stand your annoying music! … What’s so great about music anyway?

Well, Susy, since you asked…

Playing music can be a great way to develop hand-eye coordination, helps improve poor memory, builds relationships and communication skills, and there’s lots of fascinating science-y stuff like math and physics that go into it as well! PLUS, believe it or not, singing can even help you burn calories! How cool is that? Not to mention that people who listen to and play music regularly tend to be more intelligent and popular and well-rounded and…

Susy was already long gone by this point, but it did get her thinking…
Josh is always getting one-upped at music and is starting to get discouraged!

Man, I really suck at this... Why'd I even decide to try playing the guitar in the first place?

Hey Josh, don’t feel bad for not being able to play well just yet! What’s important is that you enjoy it and keep working at it! Don’t give up. I’ve seen you dance and I’ve heard your poetry, you are definitely talented in ways that I’m not. Learning to embrace your talents and being open to developing others is extremely important... and in the meantime, I’ll be glad to help you improve! Let’s play together sometime!
So Captain Thunderbolt and Miss Supersonic successfully convinced Susy and Josh to learn an instrument! They celebrated by playing the air guitar and singing loudly back at their headquarters... Which incidentally is a fun way to develop spontaneous creativity!!

...Finally, Susy and Josh decided to join the Thunderbolt Supersonic Megasquad Band! Today has been a rad day!